


























Most pacemakers and defibrillators have built-in magnetic switches (reed-switches) for switching the 

device into an emergency state (i.e. a stable 60bpm pulse). The influenceability of the device by a 

magnet is therefore not a failure but is a feature.  The picture shows the large magnet used by doctors 

for such a purpose.

All people with pacemakers receive training by their doctor and /or pacemaker manufacturer about such 

functions and receive training about the safe use as well as recommendations for minimum distances to 

magnetic products such as earphones, magnetic toys etc. Often the patients receive a list of such 

objects, which can be used without risk, which can not be used directly over the implant and which are 

not useable. Not useable objects must have a warning label.

It is often advised to keep a distance of 20 – 30 cm between a magnet and a pacemaker. This applies 

only for unobstructed magnets and accordingly not for FIDLOCK products. The implanting clinic and/or 

the pacemaker manufacturer is the most reliable contact person for specific support and problems. 

It is considered advisable, in case of questions or  inconsistencies, to refer directly to the instructions for 

use of the pacemaker or to the pacemaker manufacturer or to the implanting clinic.



The most important rule for pacemaker and/or defibrillators is distance. The general rule of thumb here 

is 30cm, e.g do not keep your mobile phone in your breast pocket directly above your pacemaker. 

Here a list of objects and machines that can be used and operated without a problem:

• TV, Radio, Stereo equipment or similar AV devices

• Remotecontrols for TV, computers or consoles

• Hair dryers, electric razers and any other electric bathroom appliances

• E-books

• Electric scales

• Electric blankets and pillows

• Massage chairs

• Mobile phones, cordless home phones, walkie talkies

• Activity trackers (sport watches etc)

Here a list of devices that should not be used directly over the pacemaker

• Music playback devices (atleast 3cm distance between earphones and implant)

• Mobile massage equipment

• Small magnets e.g. for name tags etc



There are two types and magnetic fields that surround us. There are electromagnetic fields and 

permanent magnetic fields. Devices such as mobile phones give out electromagnetic waves

consistently. Fidlock magnets on the other hand have permanent magnetic fields. 

The difference here is the devices with electromagnetic fields give out a constant stream of

electromagnetic waves which are then absorbed by the body. An example here is your mobile phone. 

You can charge your phone until full and over night the charge will decrease due to the electromagnetic

waves it gives off, which are then absorbed by the body, should you sleep next to your phone.

Permanent magnetic objects will continously have the same strength, as permanent magnets do not 

give off magnetic waves, which actually make them safer than electromagnetic devices. 

Fidlock products can thus be utilized without concern for ones health.


